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Abstract: Usually, the design of an Autonomous Vehicle (AV) does not take into account traffic rules
and so the adoption of these rules can bring some challenges, e.g., how to come up with a Digital
Highway Code which captures the proper behaviour of an AV against the traffic rules and at the same
time minimises changes to the existing Highway Code? Here, we formally model and implement
three Road Junction rules (from the UK Highway Code). We use timed automata to model the system
and the MCAPL (Model Checking Agent Programming Language) framework to implement an agent
and its environment. We also assess the behaviour of our agent according to the Road Junction rules
using a double-level Model Checking technique, i.e., UPPAAL at the design level and AJPF (Agent
Java PathFinder) at the development level. We have formally verified 30 properties (18 with UPPAAL
and 12 with AJPF), where these properties describe the agent’s behaviour against the three Road
Junction rules using a simulated traffic scenario, including artefacts like traffic signs and road users.
In addition, our approach aims to extract the best from the double-level verification, i.e., using time
constraints in UPPAAL timed automata to determine thresholds for the AVs actions and tracing the
agent’s behaviour by using MCAPL, in a way that one can tell when and how a given Road Junction
rule was selected by the agent. This work provides a proof-of-concept for the formal verification of
AV behaviour with respect to traffic rules.
Keywords: Rules of the Road; Autonomous Vehicles; agents; model checking
1. Introduction
The deployment of Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) in urban road networks is possible in
the near future. However, many challenges arise on the way towards this goal, for example:
how can policy-makers ensure an AV is safe to operate within their jurisdiction [1]? This,
and other complex issues, mean that the design and development of an AV must go
through several stages involving a multistakeholder approach, which includes regulators,
AV developers, safety experts, members of the public among others.
While the design of an AV should include sensors, cameras, software development,
security protections, etc., it should also take into consideration the assessment of the traffic
rules within which the AV will operate. If not, questions concerning safe operation cannot
be properly answered. However, as highlighted by both Prakken [2] and Alves et al. [3,4]
these traffic rules are rarely considered in the design and assessment of AVs.
1.1. Autonomous Vehicles and the Rules of the Road
Recent documents, such as [1,5,6] have started to highlight and discuss the need
for a Digital Highway Code, where an AV would need to comply with the local traffic
rules (or the “Rules of the Road”). It is well known that such a task brings challenges,
mainly since Highway Codes were not designed to operate alongside autonomous sys-
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tems, but also since the description of the rules is predominantly human-readable, and
not machine-readable.
So, how can we tackle such challenges? On the one hand, an AV should comply
with traffic laws in a way that requires very few changes to create a Digital Highway
Code [1]. On the other hand, it is understandable that new “Rules of the Road” may
need to be designed in order to properly handle autonomous systems in urban traffic
environments [6]. There is a clear trade-off between these two issues. Two examples
illustrate the need to have “Rules of the Road” designed into AVs. As highlighted in ref. [1],
in the state of Arizona (US) an AV operator may be issued a citation if the AV does not
comply with traffic laws. A further example can be seen in the PAS-1882 standard from the
BSI [7], which specifies “data collection and management for automated vehicle trials”. In
this standard several mechanisms are described for collecting the necessary data to conduct
an AV trial. To the best of our knowledge, this standard currently does not contain data
concerning questions such as when and how the “Rules of the Road” have been used by the
AV and these could be quite important. These two examples remind us that, by ensuring
the autonomous software abides by the “Rules of the Road” when AV is designed, it is
definitely a useful asset for the stakeholders concerned with the proper behaviour of an AV
on the roads.
In ref. [8], Waymo released a Safety Report on their vehicles. This document presents
a reference from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), which shows
the four scenarios that accounted for the vast majority of crashes in the US:
• 29% of the vehicles were involved in rear-end crashes;
• 24% of the vehicles were turning or crossing at intersections just before the crashes;
• 19% of the vehicles ran off the edge of the road;
• 12% involved vehicles changing lanes.
Consequently, Road Junction rules (which deal with crossing and entering intersec-
tions) provide a good case study for understanding the interaction of AVs and the Rules of
the Road. This will enable us to develop an approach that can inform stakeholders around
the development of Digital Highway Codes.
In our work, we select three Road Junction rules, from the UK Highway code [9],
because road junction behaviour is a contributory factor in many crashes as discussed
above [8]. We aim to embed these traffic rules into an agent, where this agent describes the
basic behaviour of an AV in Road Junction scenarios. With this, we intend to determine:
(i) Can these three selected road junction rules be used directly (i.e., as seen in the UK High-
way code) by an AV? (ii) How to assess the AVs behaviour against the three road junction
rules considering simple Road Junction scenarios? and (iii) Are there any guidelines that
can be given to enable the AV to work correctly with such Road Junction rules?
1.2. Related Work
Considering the related work, there are Rizaldi et al. [10] and Bhuiyan et al. [11] that
present a formalisation for road traffic rules. Nonetheless, neither approach uses an agent
abstraction to represent the AV behaviour and decision-making. Besides, Kamali et al. [12]
and Al-Nuaimi et al. [13] both present the use of agents to model the AV and the formal
verification of agents. However, their AV application scenario is not related to the “Rules
of the Road”. So, our work aims to formalise the Road Junction rules, use an agent to
represent an AV and apply formal verification techniques to properly assess an agent’s
behaviour in road traffic scenarios .
In ref. [14], Bakar and Selamat present a systematic literature review of agent systems
verification, where they describe the most used techniques to formally verifying agents.
Their figures show that 49% of techniques are applied at the design stage, 27% during
development, and 25% at runtime. Model Checking or model-based verification techniques
are used in 44% of the work, while most of the properties verified are temporal ones (19%),
followed by epistemic properties (9%). These figures serve to endorse our choice of a
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double-level Model Checking, i.e., applying formal verification of temporal properties at
both design and development levels.
1.2.1. Proposal
Figure 1 shows our proposed SAE-RoR (Simulated Automotive Environment for the Rules
Of the Road) architecture. In previous work [4], we presented the first version of SAE-RoR
architecture, where we focused on the formalisation of the Road Junction rules using
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and also the first steps towards the implementation of a
single rule using the agent programming language, GWENDOLEN [15].Now, we extend
the SAE-RoR architecture by adding an extra layer of modelling with timed automata and
Model Checking using UPPAAL [16]. We have also added two further Road Junction rules
and the formal verification of properties using AJPF, which is responsible for Program
Model Checking of the GWENDOLEN implementation [17].
Figure 1. Proposal: SAE-RoR architecture.
Each element of the SAE-RoR architecture is described in detail in Sections 4–6. Here,
we explain the general workflow using the architecture in Figure 1. Step 1, i.e., arrow 1
between the two blue components in Figure 1, represents the formalisation using LTL of
the Road Junction rules from the UK Highway Code (this was initially described in [4]).
This LTL formalisation helps us to abstract the informal concepts and elements in the UK
Highway Code to an unambiguous formal language. Then steps 2 and 3 represent the use
of this language as a basis to respectively build the UPPAAL model and the GWENDOLEN
implementation. Notice that step 4 shows the mapping from UPPAAL model elements to
the agent’s implementation components. Next, step 5 represents the formal verification of
properties of the model using the UPPAAL model checker, while step 6 shows those prop-
erties concerned with the agent’s implementation that are verified using the AJPF model
checker. Steps 7 and 8 describe stages of the SAE-RoR architecture that are not implemented
yet (forming future work). Nonetheless, this Stakeholders stage is an important feature of
our proposal. Steps 7 and 8 represent the outcomes from property verification that could
guide the actions of a given Stakeholder. As an example, a Policymaker could use a counter-
example describing a safety violation from a given model and decide whether a traffic
rule concerning pedestrians needs to be changed. In ref. [6], some possible Stakeholders
(related to AVs) are mentioned: Driver, Road User, Safety Expert, AV developer, Researcher,
Policymaker, Traffic Officer, Emergency services and police, Local government, Highway
authorities, Public sector, Insurance, Politicians, Legal, among others. These stakeholders
form suitable end-users for our proposed workflow.
1.2.2. Contributions
The main contributions of our work are the following:
1. A complete architecture for the Formal Verification of Agents in the Rules of the Road,
which starts at the formalisation of Road Junction rules, passes these to modelling and
implementation tools, generates formal verification results, which may be of interest
to the given stakeholders.
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2. The double-level Model Checking approach, which makes it possible to formally
verify properties both at design and development levels. As proof-of-concept, we
have verified 30 properties, 18 at design level and 12 at development level.
3. A set of verified properties, where properties range from time constraints to the
analysis of the AV-agent’s behaviour considering all possible actions the agent can
take in Road Junction scenarios.
4. The creation of an agent’s environment that includes random generation of events
(following the methodology outlined in ref. [18]), where different scenarios concerning
selected Road Junction rules are simulated.
5. The use of a mapping from a given UPPAAL timed automaton to the basic elements
of a BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention) agent.
6. Implementation of a BDI agent (in GWENDOLEN), which enables tracing of an agent’s
behaviour. Taken with the model-checking process (via AJPF) it is possible to assess
what were the choices selected (autonomously) by the agent that led to any given
outcome [19]. For example, given a certain scenario with specific perceptions from the
environment, did the agent (correctly) choose to follow a given road junction rule?
1.2.3. Remarks and Limitations
It is necessary to determine some remarks and assumptions about our proposal,
making it clear what is included (or not) in our model and implementation. Further, some
limitations of our work are mentioned below.
• Single Agent: we only model a single agent in our implementation. And this agent
has no (internal) concurrency to try to enter the Road Junction.
• No driving behaviour: this single agent has no driving behaviour component, the
agent is only concerned with obeying the programmed Road Junction rules. So, we
do not verify, for example, the speed or trajectory of the vehicle.
• No collision-freedom: we do not model collision avoidance behaviour here, though
we have considered it in previous work [20,21].
• Intersection Management: we are not trying to deal with the well-known problem of
Intersection Management using multiple agents [22]. We consider only the behaviour
of a single agent following the desired traffic rules.
• Road Junction environment: The environment is represented in both modelling and
simulation as a simple (9 × 9) grid with a few road features such as stop signs, and
other road users. This is because this captures the abstract issues and, on a practical
level, model-checking does not scale well once the grid size increases dramatically.
Our environment model uses as basis the formalised abstract model which captures
the temporal elements from the road junction rules. So, we do not represent spatial
elements, as seen, for example in [23], where the author uses the Multi-lane Spatial
Logic to represent virtual lanes in an urban traffic environment.
• Time constraints: we use time constraints in our model to represent thresholds within
or after which actions and events should occur. These constraints are only used in our
model, they are not taken from any Highway Code. This illustrates the way modellers
need to extract implicit assumptions from rules written for human consumption—in
this case that actions such as waiting will take a reasonable amount of time, or will
take place within a reasonable space of time.
• Subset of Road Junction Rules: the UK Highway code has a set of 14 rules for Road
Junctions. Here, we model and implement only the first three rules from the Road
Junction set, specifically rules 170, 171, and 172.
• Modularity of the model checking stages: our two Model Checking stages (using
UPPAAL and MCAPL) are loosely coupled, i.e., they take place independently of each
other. On the one hand, this independence loses the potential benefit an integrated
model checking semantics, where one could verify the whole system (model plus
implementation). On the other hand, this modular architecture allows a separation of
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concerns meaning a user can consider separately the verification of either the timed
automata model verification or the agent’s implementation.
• Nature of verified properties: all the verified properties are related to the basic be-
haviour of our agent against the three selected road junction rules in our simple road
junction environment.
In our previous publications [3,4], we have presented the formalisation of the Road
Junction rules in LTL and a partial implementation of Rule 170 in the GWENDOLEN lan-
guage. Thus, this paper extends these initial results by the following:
• Including two new rules (171 and 172) from the UK Highway Code.
• Modelling the AV-agent and Road Junction environment using timed automata.
• Formal Verification of 18 properties of these timed automata using UPPAAL.
• Implementation of all three rules in GWENDOLEN.
• Formal Verification of 12 properties of this agent implementation using AJPF.
The remainder of this paper presents, in Sections 2 and 3, some useful terminology
and background information. Next, Sections 4–6 describe the main stages of our work on
modelling, implementation and formal verification results. In Section 7, related work is
discussed while Section 8 provides final remarks.
2. Key Terminology & the Rules of the Road
In this section, we show the Road Junction rules that are used in our work. Before
proceeding, we clarify some terms applied here to guide the description of our modelling,
implementation, and verification.
2.1. Terminology and Abbreviation
• SAE-RoR: is the name of our proposed architecture (seen in Figure 1).
• AV: According to Herrmann et al. [24], the term automated vehicles refers to autonomy
levels 1–4, while the terms autonomous, self-driving or driverless vehicles refer to
autonomy level 5. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we only use the term Autonomous
Vehicles (AV). And in our model, we are not concerned whether our agent represents
a vehicle with level 4 or 5, or if the vehicle has a human driver responsible or only
passengers inside it.
• AV-agent: is the name of our agent implemented in GWENDOLEN.
• AV_agent: is the name of the automaton modelled with UPPAAL, which represents
the AV-agent.
• RU: according to the UK Highway Code, a Road User (RU) can be any of the following:
pedestrian, cyclist, motorcyclist, powered wheelchair/mobility scooter, horse rider,
etc.
• ru: control variable that represents a Road User and it is used in the UPPAAL timed
automaton model.
• RJ: here we use the term Road Junction (RJ) which has the same meaning as an
Intersection.
• RoR: we use the term “Rules of the Road” (RoR) which has the same meaning as
traffic rules, Highway Code, traffic laws, or road traffic laws.
• Digital Highway Code: is the version of the Rules of the Road which is intended to
work for AVs.
• Cross junction: a crossroad is the place where two roads meet and cross each other.
It could be in the form of: a major road crossing a minor road; or two equal roads
crossing each other [25].
• T junction: is a place where two roads meet in the shape of letter T [25].
2.2. The Road Junction Rules
The UK Highway Code has different sections, concerning Overtaking, Roundabouts,
Road Junctions, among others [9]. We are focused on the Road Junction rules, which
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has 14 rules, from 170 to 183, describing when and how a driver is supposed to enter a
road junction, to turn right, to turn left, to enter a road junction with traffic lights, among
other situations. Here, we describe the three simple Road Junction rules that are modelled,
implemented, and verified, rules: 170, 171 and 172. Before presenting the formalisation of
these three rules we describe the LTL (Linear Temporal Logic) [26] operators and constants
that we use in our formalisation for the Road Junction rules. Further details about this
formalisation can be found in Alves et al. [4].
• Propositional operators from LTL:
∧, ∨,→, ¬.
where these four propositional logical operations represent conjunction, disjunc-
tion, implication, and negation.
, ♦,©, ∪.
where these four future-time operators represent: always, eventually, next, and
until.
2.2.1. LTL Formalisation
• Rule 170—UK Highway Code:
– You should watch out for road users (RU).
– Watch out for pedestrians crossing a road junction (JC) into which you are turning.
If they have started to cross they have priority, so give way.
– Look all around before emerging (NB: For the sake of clarity, we choose to use
the term enter as an action which represents not only a driver entering a road
junction, but also emerging from a road junction to another road). Do not cross
or join a road until there is a safe gap (SG) large enough for you to do so safely.
• Rule 170, represented in LTL, describes when the autonomous vehicle (AV) may enter
the junction (JC):
 ((watch(AV, JC, RU) ∧ (¬ cross(RU, JC) ∧ (exists(SG, JC)))
→ ((exists(SG, JC) ∧ ¬ cross(RU, JC)) ∪ enter(AV, JC))))
Informal Description: it is always the case that the AV is supposed to watch for
any road users (RU) at the junction (JC) and there are no road users crossing the
junction and there is a safe gap (SG). Then, no road users crossing the junction
and the existence of a safe gap should remain true, until the AV may enter the
junction.
• Rule 170 represented in LTL, when the autonomous vehicle (AV) should give way at
the junction (JC):
 (watch(AV,JC,RU) ∧ (cross(RU,JC))→ give-way(AV,JC))
Informal Description: it is always necessary to watch out for road users (RU)
and check if there is a road user crossing the junction. Then, the AV should give
way to traffic.
• Rule 171—UK Highway Code:
– You MUST stop behind the line at a junction with a ‘Stop’ sign (ST) and a solid
white line across the road. Wait for a safe gap (SG) in the traffic before you
move off.
• Rule 171 represented in LTL:
exists(ST,JC)→  (stop(AV,JC) ∪ (exists(SG,JC)
∧ (exists(SG,JC) ∪ enter(AV,JC))))
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Informal Description: when there is a stop sign (ST), then it is always the case
the AV should stop at the junction until there is a safe gap (SG). And the safe gap
must remain true until the AV enter at the junction.
• Rule 172—UK Highway Code:
– The approach to a junction may have a ‘Give Way’ sign (GW) or a triangle marked
on the road (RO). You MUST give way to traffic on the main road (MR) when
emerging from a junction with broken white lines (BWL)across the road.
• Rule 172 represented in LTL:
 ((exists(AV,RO) ∧ enter(AV,JC))
∧ ((exists(BWL,JC) ∨ exists(GW,JC))→ give-way(AV,MR)))
Informal Description: It is always the case that when there is an AV driving
on a Road (RO) and the AV enters the junction. And there is a Broken White Line
(BWL) or a Give Way sign (GW), then the AV should give way to the traffic on the
Main Road (MR).
2.2.2. Remarks
The LTL formalisation aims to describe most of the elements from the rules as given
in the UK Highway Code, but some level of abstraction is needed to properly determine
the formalisation. And when we build the automata models in UPPAAL and also the
GWENDOLEN implementation of the AV-agent we have abstracted some additional elements
from the formalised Road Junction rules, in a way that the three rules (170, 171, and 172)
have been wrapped to work together and represent the possible behaviour of an AV
alongside the Road Junction rules. Notice that this degree of abstraction (used in our
approach) does not avoid the proper verification of the agent’s behaviour to tell which
rules have been selected by the agent. An example of such abstraction is noted in rule 172,
where there are two different terms Give Way sign and triangle marked on the road with
the same meaning. So, we only use the former term in our model and implementation.
3. Background
In this section we present some notation and concepts related to the models, languages
and tools used in this work.
3.1. Timed Automata, Temporal Logic and UPPAAL
As presented in Baier and Katoen [27], timed automata model the behaviour of time-
critical systems. A timed automaton has a finite set of clock variables. All clocks proceed at
rate one. The value of a clock denotes the amount of time that has elapsed since its last
reset. Conditions which depend on clock values are called clock (or time) constraints.
Definition 1 (Clock constraint). A clock constraint over a set C of clocks is formed according to
the grammar g:
g ::= x < c | x ≤ c | x > c | x ≥ c | g ∧ g
where c ∈ N and x ∈ C. CC(C) represents the set of clock constraints over C.
The Timed Automaton definition [27] is given below.
Definition 2 (Timed Automaton). A timed automaton is a tuple TA = (Loc, Act, C, ↪→
, Loc0, Inv, AP, L) where
• Loc is a finite set of locations,
• Loc0 ⊆ Loc is a set of initial locations,
• Act is a finite set of actions,
• C is a finite set of clocks,
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• ↪→⊆ Loc× CC(C)× Act× 2C × Loc is a transition relation,
• Inv:Loc→ CC(C) is an invariant-assignment function,
• AP is a finite set of atomic propositions, and
• L:Loc→ 2AP is a labelling function for the locations.
ACC(TA) denotes the set of atomic clock constraints that occur in either a guard or a location
invariant of TA.
Baier and Katoen [27] mention that Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL) is a real-time
variant of temporal logic used to express properties of timed automata. So, the UPPAAL
Model Checker which makes use of timed automata also uses a simplified version of TCTL
to specify verification properties. Below, the syntax of TCTL is given (as seen in [27]) and
also the corresponding syntax used in UPPAAL is provided in Table 1.
Definition 3 (Timed CTL syntax). Formulae in TCTL are either state or path formulae. TCTL
state formulae over set AP of atomic propositions and set C of clocks are formed according to the Φ
grammar:
Φ ::= true | a | g | Φ ∧Φ | ¬Φ | ∃ϕ | ∀ϕ
where a ∈ AP, g ∈ ACC(C) and ϕ is a path formula defined by:
ϕ ::= Φ
⋃J Φ
where J ⊆ R≥0 is an interval whose bounds are natural numbers.
NB: the propositional logic operators (∨,→, etc) are obtained from ∨ and ¬. Also,
the temporal logic operators  and ♦ are obtained by using existing operators in Φ and ϕ
grammars.
In Table 1, we show the UPPAAL syntax (based on TCTL) used to write formulae and
temporal properties.












Below, we show an example of a formula written using UPPAAL syntax.
A[] (AV.at_roadjunction imply AV.enter_roadjunction)
This formula states: for all possible paths it is always the case that if the AV is placed at the
road junction it will enter the road junction.
NB: The above example could be slightly changed to: ∀(AV.at_roadjunction→
∀♦AV.enter_roadjunction), using TCTL notation. However, UPPAAL does not allow
nesting of path formulae in a way that to write this formula, it is necessary to use the
operator leads to ( ). The previous TCTL formula may expressed using UPPAAL syntax
as: AV.at_roadjunction --> AV.enter_roadjunction.
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3.2. BDI Model and GWENDOLEN Language
In our work we use the GWENDOLEN agent programming language [15] in order to im-
plement a BDI agent [28] to capture the core decision-making behaviour of an autonomous
vehicle. By using GWENDOLEN, we can also take advantage of the MCAPL framework [17],
where the AJPF model checker can be used to formally verify the behaviour of the agent.
The MCAPL framework allows us to program BDI agents in languages such as GWEN-
DOLEN and Goal [29], and one can also program the agent’s environment using Java. In
addition, it is possible to use the AJPF model checker to verify the agent’s programming,
where it is possible to check the agent’s behaviour. AJPF is an extension of Java PathFinder
(JPF) [30] which is, in turn, a tool for model-checking Java programs.
3.2.1. BDI Model
As described in Bordini et al. [31], the Beliefs-Desires-Intentions (BDI) Model is based
on a model of human behaviour developed by Bratman [28].
• Beliefs are information the agent has about the world.
• Desires are all possible states of events that the agent might want to achieve.
• Intentions are the state of events the agent has decided to commit towards. These
events can be goals that are assigned to the agent or the agent may choose among a
set of options.
When implementing a BDI model in an agent programming language we usually
have the following structure for an agent plan:
trigger_event : guard <- body
where a given agent may have different plans in order to achieve a certain goal.
• The trigger_event is given by a new belief or a goal.
• The guard is defined by a set of beliefs.
• The body is represented as a set of actions.
Example
We provide a simple example considering the AV-agent at a road junction.
AV-agent believes it is at the road junction.
AV-agent selects the intention to enter the road junction.
AV-agent triggers the following plan:
enter-roadjunction : at-roadjunction <- check-sign, watchout-for-road-user;
In this example initially the AV-agent believes it is placed at the road junction, next it
has the desire to enter the road junction and selects an intention to achieve this goal. As
a consequence it triggers a plan to execute two actions: the first one checks the existing
traffic sign at the road junction and the second action is responsible for watching out for
any road user crossing the junction.
3.2.2. GWENDOLEN Language
GWENDOLEN is an agent declarative logic-programming language incorporating
explicit representations of goals, beliefs, and plans. The language uses similar syntactic
conventions to other BDI agent languages. Here, we describe the syntax elements used in
our implementation:
+b adds the belief b.
-b removes the belief b.
+!g adds the goal g.
+!g[perform] adds a new goal of type perform. Perform goals are discharged by the
execution of an appropriate plan.
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+!g[achieve] adds a new goal of type achieve. Achieve goals are discharged only when
they become beliefs.
B x represents a guard condition, checks if belief x is perceivable.
G x represents a guard condition, checks if goal x has been added.
hello(x) represents that action hello(x) (defined in the agent’s environment) is
executed.
A plan in GWENDOLEN uses the syntax previously presented in a BDI model.
Example
We retake the previous example of the AV-agent, but now using GWENDOLEN syntax.
at(roadjunction) \\ predefined belief ‘‘agent is at the road junction’’
enter-roadjunction[achieve] \\ a goal (of type achieve) to ‘‘enter the road junction’’
+!enter-roadjunction[achieve] : { B at(roadjunction) } <-
check-sign(A,B), watchout-for-road-user(C,D);
In the last lines (above) there is a GWENDOLEN plan that represents the follow-
ing: when the agent recognises the trigger event (i.e., the achieve goal of entering the
road junction), it checks the guard (i.e., the predefined belief which says the agent is
at the road junction), and then the agent executes two actions: check-sign(A,B) and
watchout-for-road-user(C,D). These actions are implemented in the agent’s environ-
ment. NB: the values A, B, C, D represent coordinates in a grid which represents a road
junction environment.
3.3. The Property Specification Language
The MCAPL framework provides a Property Specification Language (PSL) used to
write properties for the AJPF Model Checker. In Table 2, we present the set of operators
from PSL which is used in the verification of properties.
Table 2. PSL operators.
Operator Meaning
<> temporal logic operator Eventually
[] temporal logic operator Always
B a Belief of the agent
G a Goal of the agent
I an Intention of the agent
D an Action of the agent
ItD an Intention to execute an action of the agent
P a Perception from the environment
& logical operator And
|| logical operator Or
–-> logical operator Implies
Example
Using the same elements from the two previous examples, we can write a PSL specifi-
cation.
<>((B(AV-agent,at(roadjunction))) & D(AV-agent,watchout-for-roaduser(1,0)))
The description of this specification is: eventually the AV-agent believes it is at the road
junction and the AV-agent executes the action watchout-for-roaduser at postion (1, 0) (in
the grid environment).
4. Modelling Using Timed Automata
The modelling of our system was carried out using timed automata within UPPAAL
model checker tool. We have divided our model into two main automata: AV_agent and
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RJ_Env (Road Junction environment automaton); and three additional (simple) automata
which model specific artefacts from the road junction environment: road_user (Watch out
Road User automaton), safe_gap (Check for a Safe Gap automaton), and sign (Check traffic sign
automaton). These five automata set up a network of automata, which can all communicate
with each other through synchronized channels. In our model, RJ_Env forms the main
communication hub among all automata, receiving information from the artefacts as well
as sending information to, and receiving information from, the AV_agent.
4.1. AV_agent Automaton
Figure 2 presents the automaton which models the basic behaviour of the AV-agent.
The agent starts in a state where it is away from the RJ, the agent uses the communication
channel to tell the RJ_Envautomaton that it is going to approach the RJ. Once the agent is
at the RJ, it will receive from the RJ_Env one of two possible alternatives that may exist at
the RJ: (i) there is only the stop sign; or (ii) there are both the stop and the give way signs.
At this moment, the clock (x) starts to work and the agent is at the state of watching out for
RU. From this state, there are two possible outcomes: (i) RJ_Env tells the agent that RJ is
free; or (ii) RJ_Env tells the agent RJ is busy. When the latter occurs the agent is supposed
to start to wait until it is possible to watch again for road users. When the RJ is free, the
agent checks for a safe gap and again two outcomes are possible: (i) there is a safe gap and
the RJ_Env tells the agent to enter the RJ; or (ii) there is no safe gap, the agent should wait,
so it moves to the waiting state (the same one which is used when the RJ is busy).
After this, the AV-agent has successfully entered the RJ, and it tells the RJ_Env that it is
now away from the RJ once more.
Figure 2. UPPAAL template for AV_agent automaton.
4.1.1. Time Constraints
To properly represent an AV, we have decided to add some time constraints to simulate
thresholds for each one of the main actions in the system, i.e., watching for road users,
waiting (at the RJ), check for a safe gap and entering the RJ.
Figure 3 illustrates how these time constraints work for the corresponding synchro-
nized channels: busy, free, enter, should_wait, and try_again. The time constraints establish
the lower and upper bounds for each one of the synchronized channels.
The lower and upper bounds for these time constraints have been selected considering
that we could have a cross or a T junction, where the AV-agent should watch for road users
at least in two different directions (in case of T junction) or at most in three directions (in
case of a cross junction). However, in case the road junction (either cross or T junction)
is busy, the AV-agent may only look once for road users and already check the RJ is busy.
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Thus, the lower bound for the busy channel is 1 (one). For the remaining channels (enter,
should_wait, and try_again) we only need to add one or two extra time units. The idea
behind these extra time units is to model the additional time required for the AV-agent to
execute its actions. For example, once the AV-agent checks the junction is free, then it will
need an extra time unit to actually move and enter the junction.
Figure 3. Time constraints for the AV_agent automaton synchronized channels.
4.2. Road Junction Environment Automaton
In Figure 4, the Road Junction environment automaton (RJ_Env) is shown. This model
represents the behaviour and communication that the environment engages with the
AV_agent and also with the three artefacts.
It starts in an idle state, as soon as the AV_agent approaches the RJ, the environment
should check for the traffic sign, according to the information received from the sign
artefact, the RJ_Env will tell the AV_agent if there is a single stop sign or two signs (stop
and give way). After that, the RJ_Env waits for the AV_agent to start watching the RJ for
road users. Now, two possible outcomes may be received from the road_user artefact:
(i) the RU is away from the RJ; or (ii) the RU is crossing the RJ. When the latter occurs,
the environment will notify the AV_agent that the RJ is busy, therefore the AV_agent is
supposed to wait. Next, the RJ_Env waits to receive from the AV_agent the communication
stating that it wants to try again and restart the checking for RU. But, in case the RJ is free,
the environment will check for a safe gap with the corresponding safe_gap artefact. This
artefact will answer whether or not there is a safe gap at the RJ. If there is no safe gap,
the RJ_Env tells the AV_agent that it should wait at RJ. But, if there is a safe gap, thus the
RJ_Env tells the AV_agent to enter the RJ. Finally, when the AV_agent tells the RJ_Env that
it is away from the RJ, the environment is back to the idle state.
Notice that we use a variable ru (stands for Road User), which is incremented every
time it perceives there is a Road User crossing the junction and is decreased every time
there is a Road User away from the junction. So, before the synchronisation channel with
the AV_agent is set up to communicate that the junction is free, it is necessary to check if ru
is equal to zero (i.e., there is no Road User at all). If ru is not zero, there is still some Road
User at the junction and the model does not proceed to the next stage, which is to check
for a safe gap. NB: in the stage of verifying properties (see Section 6.1) we run simulations
with one, two, and three Road Users, that is why we need this control variable ru.
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Figure 4. UPPAAL template for RJ_Env automaton.
4.3. Automata for the Artefacts
Figure 5 presents the three UPPAAL automata responsible for representing the be-
haviour of the artefacts from the environment (RJ_Env). The leftmost automaton shows the
sign artefact, which should tell the environment the existing traffic sign (only stop sign or a
stop and a give way signs). The centre automaton presents the road_user artefact, this one
will send to RJ_Env the road user state (it is away from RJ or it is crossing). The rightmost
automaton pictures the safe_gap artefact, which is responsible for telling whether or not
there is a safe gap.
Figure 5. UPPAAL templates for the environment artefacts.
5. Agent and Environment Implementation
Our SAE-RoR system was implemented using the GWENDOLEN agent programming
language and MCAPL framework. As previously shown in Figure 1, the implementation
is based on LTL formalisation of RJ rules together with a mapping from the UPPAAL
timed automata to the agent’s implementation (this is presented later in Section 5.2).
Nevertheless, some modifications were necessary because of the differences between
UPPAAL and MCAPL frameworks. For example, by using UPPAAL we have modelled time
constraints to represent the behaviour of the AV-agent in the road junction, while in MCAPL
we have used random generation of events in the environment. In the following, we also
describe the RJ environment modelling, implementation, and testing scenarios.
5.1. Setting-Up the Road Junction Environment Model
The model implemented using MCAPL is a simple representation of a crossroad
junction. Figure 6 shows the grid which splits the road junction into nine spots. The grid
set-up is as follows:
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Figure 6. Road Junction grid environment model.
• spot (0,0): the start position for the AV-agent, when it is said to be away from the
road junction.
• spot (0,1): the position the AV-agent goes when it is supposed to watch for road
users.
• spot (0,2): the position where the traffic sign is placed.
• spot (1,1): the position reached by the AV-agent once it enters the RJ. Notice that
after reaching (1,1) spot, the AV-agent may go to any of the following spots: {(1,0);
(2,1); (1,2)}.
• spots {(1,0)); (1,1)); (2,1); (1,2)} are said to be target spots. That is, spots that can
be reached by the AV-agent.
• spots {(0,0); (2,0); (2,2)} are said to be safe spots. That is, spots that can not be
reached by the AV-agent, once it arrives at the road junction, i.e., AV-agent is placed at
(0,1).
• a given road user may be placed at a safe or a target spot.
The above grid setup is implemented in the AV-agent as a set of initial beliefs.
5.2. Correspondence: Modelling and Implementation
Here we describe the correspondences from the UPPAAL modelling to the GWENDOLEN
implementation. In Table 3, we describe the mapping from the AV_agentUPPAAL Automaton
(previously seen in Figure 2) to the AV-agent implemented in GWENDOLEN (previously
shown in Listing 1).
Notice that the information in the table is separated into names and types both for the
UPPAAL model and the agent’s implementation. For the model, the names represent the
Locations or the communication channels used in the AV_agent Automaton, while the types
identify which element this name represents, it can be a Location (Loc) or a communication
channel with other UPPAAL Automata. In this case, we use the following representation:
UA1 is the AV_agent UPPAAL Automaton.
UA2 is the RJ_Env UPPAAL Automaton (see Figure 4).
UA3 is the sign UPPAAL Automaton (see Figure 5).
UA4 is the road_user UPPAAL Automaton (see Figure 5).
UA5 is the safe_gap UPPAAL Automaton (see Figure 5).
NB: when there are two pairs of different Automata as types, e.g., UA1-UA2/UA2-
UA3 in the fourth row of the table. This means, the channel stop? is a communication
from UA1 to UA2, while the channel is_stop_sign? synchronises the automata UA2 to
UA3.
For the implementation, the names represent elements used in the GWENDOLEN code.
These elements can be any of the following types:
Belief: represents an initial belief of the agent.
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Add Belief: represents a new belief acquired by the agent during execution.
Percept: is a perception obtained by the agent from the environment.
Action: is an action executed by the agent in the environment.
Table 3. Correspondence between Model and Implementation.
Model Implementation
Names Types Names Types
AV_away_from_RJ Loc av_away() Belief
AV_approach! UA1 approach_roadjunction() Action
AV_at_RJ Loc at_roadjunction() Percept
stop?/is_stop_sign? UA1-UA2/U2-UA3 check_sign()/stop_sign()/stopped Action/Percept/Add Belief
stop_and_give_way?/is_give_way_sign? UA1-UA2/U2-UA3 check_sign()/give_way_sign()/given_way Action/Percept/Add Belief
watch_out_for_RU Loc watch() Action
watching! UA1 watching() Action
busy?/RU_crossing? UA1-UA2/UA2-UA4 road_user()/busy_roadjunction Percept/Add Belief
wait? UA2 wait/waiting(road_user) Action/Percept
try_again! UA1 try_again() Percept
free?/RU_away? UA1-UA2/UA2-UA4 no_road_user()/free_roadjunction Percept/Add Belief
check_for_safe_gap Loc check_safe_gap() Action
should_wait?/no_safe_gap? UA1-UA2/UA2-UA5 no_safe_gap()/checking() Percept/Action
enter?/yes_safe_gap? UA1-UA2/UA2-UA5 safe_gap() or for_safe_gap()/enter Percept/Action
AV_entered_RJ Loc enter_roadjunction Percept
AV_away! UA1 away_from_roadjunction Add Belief
The mapping presented is direct where a given element from the Model has a matching
element in the implementation. An additional correspondence, (that is not shown in the pre-
vious table) is the one from the UPPAAL Automata sign, road_user, and safe_gap, which
are mapped to the random generation of these three events in the agent’s environment.
However, not all elements can be mapped between the model and the implementation.
For example, the AV_agent UPPAAL Automaton uses clock constraints that do not have a
corresponding element in the agent’s implementation. In addition, the GWENDOLEN code
also has some details which are abstracted away in the timed model. The AV-agent has spe-
cific plans for different road junction rules (see the goals enter_roadjunction_rules170_171
and enter_roadjunction_rules170_172 in Listing 1). In this way, it is possible to keep
track of which rules have been selected by the AV-agent.
Listing 1. AV-agent plans.
: Plans :
+! a t _ r o a d j u nc t i o n (X , Y) [ achieve ] : { B av_away ( 0 , 0 ) , B road junct ion (X , Y) }
<− approach_roadjunction (X , Y ) ;
+a t _ ro a d j u n c t i o n (X , Y) : { B sign (Z ,W) } <− check_sign (Z ,W) ;
+stop_s ign (Z ,W) : { B sign (Z ,W) }
<− +stopped , +! enter_road junc t ion_ru les170_171 [ perform ] ;
+give_way_sign (Z ,W) : { B sign (Z ,W) }
<− +given_way , +stopped , +! enter_road junc t ion_ru les170_172 [ perform ] ;
+! en ter_road junc t ion_ru les170_171 [ perform ] :
{ B a t _ r o a d ju n c t i o n (X , Y) , B stopped , B to_watch ( S , T ) }
<− watch ( S , T ) ;
+! enter_road junc t ion_ru les170_172 [ perform ] :
{ B a t _ r o a d ju n c t i o n (X , Y) , B given_way , B stopped , B to_watch ( S , T ) }
<− watch ( S , T ) ;
+for_road_users ( S , T ) : { B road_user ( S , T ) }
<− +busy_roadjunction , wait ;
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+wait ing ( road_user ) : { B road_user ( S , T ) }
<− watching ( S , T ) ;
+for_road_users ( S , T ) : { B no_road_user ( S , T ) }
<− +free_road junc t ion , check_safe_gap ( S , T ) ;
+t ry_again ( S , T ) : { B no_road_user ( S , T ) }
<− +free_road junc t ion , −busy_roadjunction , check_safe_gap ( S , T ) ;
+safe_gap ( S , T ) : { B no_road_user ( S , T ) }
<− enter ;
+no_safe_gap ( S , T ) : { B no_road_user ( S , T ) }
<− checking ( S , T ) ;
+for_safe_gap ( S , T ) : { B new_safe_gap ( S , T ) , B no_road_user ( S , T ) }
<− enter ;
+en ter_ road j unc t i on : { True }
<− +away_from_roadjunction , done ;
5.3. Implementation Details
Here, the implementation details concerning the AV-agent plans written in GWENDOLEN
and the agent environment are described. Listing 1 presents a fragment of the agent imple-
mentation.
The first plan of the agent is designed to make the agent approach the RJ, so the action
approach_roadjunction(X,Y) is invoked in the environment. This will only happen when
the agent acquires the goal (of type achieve)at_roadjunction(X,Y) and has as guards the
two beliefs: av_away(0,0) and roadjunction(0,0). Next, the action check_sign(Z,W) is
called, this action uses a random procedure to generate one of two possible outputs for
traffic sign: stop or give way sign. To run this action the agent needs to perceive that it is
at_roadjunction(X,Y) and believe there is a sign at (Z, W).
According to the existing traffic sign, a specific plan will be triggered. With this, we
could track which RJ rule has been used by the agent. Either way, the agent will eventually
call the action watch(S,T), which is responsible for watching for road users. This action
will return one of the two perceptions (from the environment): there is a road user or there
is no road user.
In case there is a road user (i.e., exists a belief road_user(S,T)), the actions wait and
watching(S,T) are executed. The former action will trigger a delay and the latter action is
responsible for making the agent watch again for road users. The action watching(S,T)
uses a random generation of road users at the road junction, in a way that at some point
the road junction is supposed to be free of road users.
In case there is no road user (i.e., exists a belief no_road_user(S,T)), the agent believes
the road junction is free and the action check_safe_gap(S,T) is executed. This action
works similarly to action check_sign(Z,W) because it also uses a random generation to
determine whether (or not) there is a safe gap at the road junction.
If there is no safe gap (i.e., exists a perception no_safe_gap(S,T)), a new action
checking(S,T) is invoked, this action works similarly to action watching(S,T), since it
also uses random generator until at some point a safe gap arises at the road junction. Notice
that to run action checking(S,T) the agent should still belief that there is no road user.
If there is a safe gap (and knowing that there is no road user), then the AV-agent may
successfully enter the road junction. Once the agent has entered, it acquires a perception
enter_roadjunction. After that, a new belief is added to the agent, so the agent knows
that now it is away (once more) from the road junction (away_from_roadjunction).
5.4. Testing Scenarios
To test the SAE-RoR implementation stage we have run three different scenarios (see
Figure 7). The setup of these scenarios corresponds to the placement of the road users in the
road junction environment, which are the positions the AV-agent is supposed to watch for.
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1. There are three road users, all at target spots, {(1,0); (1,1); (1,2)}.
2. There is one road user at a target spot, (1,0). And two road users at safe spots,
{(2,0); (2,2)}.
3. There are three road users, all at safe spots, {(0,0); (2,0); (2,2)}.
Figure 7. Three testing scenarios.
Figure 8 shows the output log from scenario 2. Notice that rule 171 is selected by the
agent and action watching(1,0) is executed until the road junction is free, similarly, action
checking(1,0) is also executed until there is a safe gap and the AV-agent may enter the
road junction.
Figure 8. Scenario 2: output log.
As outlined above, the environment implementation has some actions that use random
generation of events. As a result, we have run for each one of the three scenarios four
different instances, this is necessary to properly capture all the possible outcomes of the
actions. Specifically, we have observed the following elements:
• which RJ rule has been selected: rule 171 or 172.
• whether the RJ initially is busy or free.
• if initially the RJ has a safe gap or there is no safe gap.
• and whether or not the AV-agent has entered the RJ.
6. Formal Verification Results
In this section, we present the obtained results of our double-level model checking
technique, where we have applied formal verification at design (using UPPAAL) and
development (using MCAPL) levels.
All simulations and verifications (presented in this section) were done using the
following specification: OS: Linux Mint 19.3; Processor: Intel i7-8550U; RAM: 8 GB. And the
correspondent software versions: UPPAAL 4.1.24—Academic; MCAPL development version
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2019 (NB: Our repository is available at https://github.com/laca-is/SAE-RoR, accessed
on 23 June 2021).
We have successfully verified 30 properties (18 using UPPAAL and 12 using AJPF).
These properties intend to capture all possible scenarios w.r.t the agent’s behaviour against
the three road junction rules (rules 170, 171, 172). With this, we intend to verify whether or
not the agent is respecting the traffic rules according to the existing artefacts in the road
junction environment.
6.1. Verification of Properties with UPPAAL
Below, we list the 18 properties written in TCTL that were successfully verified
using UPPAAL. NB: AV.x represents the clock used in time constraints for the AV_agent
automaton.
p1: A[] not deadlock
Description: a safety property which verifies if there is no deadlock.
p2: A[] ((RoadJunction.send_stop || RoadJunction.send_stop_and_give_way)
imply AV.AV_at_RJ)
Description: For all paths always the Road Junction environment when sending the
AV to stop or to stop and give way to traffic, then the AV will be at the Road Junction.
p3: A[] (RoadJunction.waiting_for_AV imply A<> AV.watch_out_for_RU)
Description: For all paths always when the Road Junction is waiting for the AV, then
for all paths at some time the AV watches out for road users.
NB: for the sake of clarity we use TCTL notation for this property, see in Section 3.1
the corresponding UPPAAL notation.
p4: A[] (AV.AV_check_for_safe_gap imply (RoadJunction.check_for_safe_gap ||
RoadJunction.there_is_safe_gap || RoadJunction.there_is_no_safe_gap))
Description: For all paths always when the AV checks for safe gap, then the Road
Junction will be checking for a safe gap or it will know if (or not) there is a safe gap.
p5: A[] (RoadJunction.AV_may_enter imply A<> AV.AV_entered_RJ)
Description: For all paths always when the Road Junction tells the AV that it may enter
the junction, then for all paths at some time the AV will enter the junction.
NB: the same remark for p3 is valid for p5.
p6: A[] (AV.AV_entered_RJ imply AV.x >= 2)
Description: For all paths always when the AV enters the Road Junction the clock (x)
has a value greater or equal than 2.
p7: A[] ((AV.watch_out_for_RU) imply (AV.x >= 0 && AV.x <= 3))
Description: For all paths always the when the AV watches for Road Users at the Road
Junction the clock (x) has a value between 0 and 3.
p8: A[] ((AV.waiting) imply (AV.x >= 1 && AV.x <= 5))
Description: For all paths always when the AV waits at the Road Junction the clock (x)
has a value between 1 and 5.
p9: A[] ((AV.AV_check_for_safe_gap) imply (AV.x >= 2 && AV.x <= 4))
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Description: For all paths always the when the AV checks for a safe gap at the Road
Junction the clock (x) has a value between 2 and 4.
p10: A[] ((AV.watch_out_for_RU) imply
(RoadUser1.RU_crossing_RJ || RoadUser1.RU_away_from_RJ))
Description: For all paths always when the AV watches for (a single) road user, then it
is only possible to have the road user crossing or away from the junction.
p11: A[] (RoadUser1.RU_crossing_RJ imply (RoadJunction.is_RJ_free || RoadJunction.busy_RJ
|| RoadJunction.AV_should_wait || RoadJunction.AV_is_waiting || RoadJunction.check_RU))
Description: For all paths always when there is a (single) road user crossing the
junction, then it is only possible the Road Junction (environment) is checking for a
road user or it is waiting or it should wait or it knows the junction is busy or yet it
should check if the junction is free.
p12: A[] (RoadUser1.RU_crossing_RJ imply (not AV.AV_entered_RJ))
Description: For all paths always when there is a (single) road user crossing the
junction, then it is not possible that the AV will enter the junction.
p13: A[] ((AV.watch_out_for_RU) imply ((RoadUser1.RU_crossing_RJ ||
RoadUser1.RU_away_from_RJ) || (RoadUser2.RU_crossing_RJ || RoadUser2.RU_away_from_RJ)))
Description: this is basically the same property as p10, except that here there are two
Road Users at the Road Junction.
p14: A[] ((RoadUser1.RU_crossing_RJ || RoadUser2.RU_crossing_RJ) imply
(RoadJunction.is_RJ_free || RoadJunction.busy_RJ || RoadJunction.AV_should_wait ||
RoadJunction.AV_is_waiting || RoadJunction.check_RU))
Description: this is basically the same property as p11, except that here there are two
Road Users at the Road Junction.
p15: A[] ((RoadUser1.RU_crossing_RJ || RoadUser2.RU_crossing_RJ) imply
(not AV.AV_entered_RJ))
Description: this is basically the same property as p12, except that here there are two
Road Users at the Road Junction.
p16: A[] ((AV.watch_out_for_RU) imply ((RoadUser1.RU_crossing_RJ ||
RoadUser1.RU_away_from_RJ) || (RoadUser2.RU_crossing_RJ || RoadUser2.RU_away_from_RJ)
|| (RoadUser3.RU_crossing_RJ || RoadUser3.RU_away_from_RJ)))
Description: this is basically the same property as p10 and p13, except that here there
are three Road Users at the Road Junction.
p17: A[] ((RoadUser1.RU_crossing_RJ || RoadUser2.RU_crossing_RJ ||
RoadUser3.RU_crossing_RJ) imply (RoadJunction.is_RJ_free || RoadJunction.busy_RJ ||
RoadJunction.AV_should_wait || RoadJunction.AV_is_waiting || RoadJunction.check_RU))
Description: this is basically the same property as p11 and p14, except that here there
are three Road Users at the Road Junction.
p18: A[] ((RoadUser1.RU_crossing_RJ || RoadUser2.RU_crossing_RJ ||
RoadUser3.RU_crossing_RJ) imply (not AV.AV_entered_RJ))
Description: this is basically the same property as p12 and p15, except that here there
are three Road Users at the Road Junction.
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In Table 4 the execution results from the properties are summarised considering the
existence (or not) of road users in the scenarios as well as the time and memory used to
run each set of properties. Notice the highest values for time and memory respectively
are 0.01 s and 49,396 KB, which can be seen as fair values even when three road users are
considered in the simulation.
Table 4. Properties verified with UPPAAL—Execution results.
Properties Scenario Time Memory
p1–p12 with 0 or 1 RU 0 s to 0.003 s 5800 KB/49,396 KB
p13–p15 with 2 RU 0.001 s 6040 KB/48,322 KB
p16–p18 with 3 RU 0.001 s to 0.01 s 6040 KB/48,322 KB
Table 5 presents the results from the 18 properties checked using UPPAAL. In this table
we have classified each property according to the following:
• Road users: no road user at all; one, two, or three road users.
• System properties: two kinds of system properties are considered: temporal correct-
ness and liveness.
• Interaction: that is those properties that present some sort of interaction with the
environment.
• Quality: there are two kinds of properties related to quality: security and safety.
• Related Road Junction rules: each property is identified with the correspondent Road
Junction rules that are related to the verified property.
Table 5. Properties verified with UPPAAL—Classification.
System Properties Interaction Quality Related Rules
Property # Road Users? TemporalCorrectness Liveness
Interaction
w/Environment Safety Security R. 170 R. 171 R.172
p1 - •
p2 - • • • •
p3 - • • •
p4 - • • • •
p5 - • • •
p6 - • •
p7 - • •
p8 - • •
p9 - • • •
p10 1 • • •
p11 1 • • •
p12 1 • • •
p13 2 • • •
p14 2 • • •
p15 2 • • •
p16 3 • • •
p17 3 • • •
p18 3 • • •
To discuss the verified properties and results we highlight some issues, as follows.
1. Properties p1 to p5 are related to security, safety, liveness, and interaction. In addition,
these properties verify some of the main actions of our model, i.e., when AV-agent
watches out for a road user, checks for a safe gap and for a traffic sign as well as will
enter the RJ.
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2. Properties p6 to p9 are responsible for verifying the time constraints included in the
AV-agent automaton. With this, we can check temporal correctness for the main
actions in our model, i.e., enter the RJ, watch out for road users, wait at RJ, and check
for a safe gap.
3. Properties p10 to p12 are safety properties used to verify the effect of having a single
road user at the RJ in some related actions. These properties formally verify what to
expect when the AV-agent watches out road users and also when there is a road user
crossing the junction what is allowed (and not) to happen considering the existent
actions in the RJ environment.
4. Properties p13 to p15 run the same kind of verification from the previous item, except
here the scenario considers the existence of two road users.
5. Properties p16 to p18 run the same kind of verification from item 3, except here the
scenario considers the existence of three road users.
6. Related RJ rules: 16 properties are related to rule 170, which is indeed a general road
traffic rule handling different possibilities of when and how a vehicle may enter the
road junction. Moreover, rules 171 and 172 are also verified in specific properties.
The verification of properties with UPPAAL generates important information for
stakeholders. Firstly, it is possible to check the main actions that can be taken by an AV-
agent at Road Junction. Secondly, the time constraints included in our model which, as
noted, are left implicit in non-digital highway codes, were shown to be reasonable and so
can form recommendations for a Digital Highway Code. Thirdly, the model is efficient at
analysing the scenario with three road users, where there is no increase in the use of time
and memory. As a result, we believe it would be feasible to analyse more complex road
junction models with more than three road users. Lastly, we have assessed the use of three
Road Junction rules from the RoR, where the main actions and artefacts of each rule have
been modelled and formally verified.
6.2. Verification of Properties with AJPF
We present the twelve properties (and their corresponding descriptions) that have been
successfully verified with AJPF. NB: these properties are labelled with ap (representing
AJPF Property) to distinguish them from the properties previously presented.
ap1: (B(av,sign(0,2)) & B(av,stopped)) -> [] G(av, enter_roadjunction_rules170_171)
Description: when AV believes there is a sign at (0, 2) and it has stopped, then it
always obtains the goal of entering the road junction using rules 170–171.
ap2: (B(av,sign(0,2)) & B(av,given_way) & B(av,stopped)) ->
[] G(av, enter_roadjunction_rules170_172)
Description: when AV believes there is a sign at (0, 2), it has given way and stopped,
then it always obtains the goal of entering the road junction using rules 170–172.
ap3: [] (B(av, at_roadjunction(1, 0)) -> <> (B(av, road_user(1, 0)) ||
B(av, no_road_user(1, 0)))
Description: It is always the case that if the AV is at a road junction at (1, 0), then
eventually it will believe that either there is a road user at the junction at (1, 0) or there
is not a road user at the junction at (1, 0).
ap4: [] (D(av,wait) -> (B(av,road_user(1,0)) & B(av,busy_roadjunction)))
Description: It is always the case that if the AV waits at the junction, then it believes
there is a road user at (1, 0) and the road junction is busy.
ap5: [] ((B(av,no_road_user(1,0)) & B(av,free_roadjunction)) -> <> (B(av,no_safe_gap(1,0)
|| B(av,safe_gap(1,0)) || B(av,new_safe_gap(1,0)) || B(av,try_again(1,0))))
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Description: It is always the case that when the AV believes there is no road user at
(1, 0) and the road junction is free, then eventually the AV will acquire the belief there
is no safe gap at (1, 0) or there is a safe gap (or a new safe gap) at (1, 0) or the belief it
has tried again at (1, 0) (in the search for road users).
ap6: [] (D(av,check_safe_gap(1,0)) -> ~B(av,busy_roadjunction))
Description: It is always the case that if the AV checks for safe gap at (1, 0), then it
should not believe there is a busy road junction.
ap7: [] (D(av,check_safe_gap(1,0)) -> ~B(av,road_user(1,0)))
Description: It is always the case that if the AV checks for safe gap at (1, 0), then it
should not believe there is a road user at (1, 0).
ap8: [] (D(av,check_safe_gap(1,0)) ->
(B(av,no_road_user(1,0)) & B(av,free_roadjunction)))
Description: It is always the case that if the AV checks for safe gap at (1, 0), then it
believes there is no road user at (1, 0) and the road junction is free.
ap9: [] (D(av,enter) -> ~B(av,busy_roadjunction))
Description: It is always the case that if the AV enters the junction, then it should not
believe there is busy road junction.
ap10: [] (D(av,enter) -> ~B(av,road_user(1,0)))
Description: It is always the case that if the AV enters the junction, then it should not
believe there is a road user at (1, 0).
ap11: [] (D(av,enter) -> ~B(av,try_again(1,0)))
Description: It is always the case that if the AV enters the junction, then it should not
believe to try again (and watch for a road user) at (1, 0).
ap12: [] (D(av, enter) -> ( B(av, safe_gap(1,0)) || B(av, new_safe_gap(1,0))
& B(av, no_road_user(1, 0)))
Description: It is always the case that if the AV enters the junction, then it believes
there is a safe gap at (1, 0) (or a new safe gap) and no road user at (1, 0).
Table 6 shows the results obtained when running the AJPF model checker. These
results consider Scenario 2 (previously seen in Figure 7), where there are three road users
at the RJ, one of them is at a target spot and two are at safe spots.
All properties can be classified as safety properties. Properties ap1 and ap2 are
specifically used to verify the application of the RJ rules, rules 170–171 and rules 170–172.
The remainder of the properties (from ap3 to ap12) are responsible for verifying that
the AV-agent performs key actions involved in the rules at appropriate points: that is to
watch for road users, wait, check for a safe gap and enter the road junction. In Figure 9
the execution log of ap12 is shown. In the last lines from the execution log (just above the
results section) we notice the AV-agent knows the road junction is free (i.e., there is no road
user) and that there is a new safe gap in the junction. This figure also shows no errors
detected, in the results section of the execution log. This means that this property has been
successfully model checked.
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Table 6. Properties verified with AJPF—Execution results.
Property # Results Elapsed Time States Search Instructions Max Memory (MB) Loaded Code
ap1 no errors detected 00:00:08 new = 703, visited = 201,backtracked = 904, end = 8
MaxDepth = 131,
constraints = 0 36040819 603 Classes = 367, methods = 5647
ap2 no errors detected 00:00:08 new = 703, visited = 201,backtracked = 904, end = 8
MaxDepth = 131,
constraints = 0 38107153 899 Classes = 368, methods = 5668
ap3 no errors detected 00:00:10 new = 703, visited = 201,backtracked = 904, end = 8
MaxDepth = 131,
constraints = 0 39758810 731 Classes = 365, methods = 5630
ap4 no errors detected 00:00:07 new = 703, visited = 201,backtracked = 904, end = 8
MaxDepth = 131,
constraints = 0 33160957 598 Classes = 368, methods = 5669
ap5 no errors detected 00:00:09 new = 703, visited = 201,backtracked = 904, end = 8
MaxDepth = 131,
constraints = 0 45156165 896 Classes = 366, methods = 5651
ap6 no errors detected 00:00:07 new = 703, visited = 201,backtracked = 904, end = 8
MaxDepth = 131,
constraints = 0 30367275 601 Classes = 367, methods = 5648
ap7 no errors detected 00:00:07 new = 703, visited = 201,backtracked = 904, end = 8
MaxDepth = 131,
constraints = 0 31561846 601 Classes = 367, methods = 5648
ap8 no errors detected 00:00:07 new = 703, visited = 201,backtracked = 904, end = 8
MaxDepth = 131,
constraints = 0 34589802 598 Classes = 367, methods = 5648
ap9 no errors detected 00:00:06 new = 703, visited = 201,backtracked = 904, end = 8
MaxDepth = 131,
constraints = 0 30047443 602 Classes = 364, methods = 5629
ap10 no errors detected 00:00:06 new = 703, visited = 201,backtracked = 904, end = 8
MaxDepth = 131,
constraints = 0 31242014 601 Classes = 367, methods = 5648
ap11 no errors detected 00:00:07 new = 703, visited = 201,backtracked = 904, end = 8
MaxDepth = 131,
constraints = 0 31145552 600 Classes = 367, methods = 5648
ap12 no errors detected 00:00:08 new = 703, visited = 201,backtracked = 904, end = 8
MaxDepth = 131,
constraints = 0 37515112 605 Classes = 368, methods = 5669
Figure 9. Execution log of ap12.
Considering the obtained results (seen in Table 6), we highlight the following: (i)
all properties have beensuccessfully verified; ii properties took from 6 (ap9 and ap10) to
10 (ap3) seconds; (iii) the results related to the states, search space, and loaded code are
basically the same for all properties; (iv) the number of instructions ranges from 30.367.275
(lowest value by ap6) to 45.156.165 (highest value by ap5); and (v) the amount of memory
(in MB) ranges from 598 (ap4 and ap8) to 899 (ap2). The similarity of the results is a
consequence of the fact that most of the computation effort in AJPF is related to the
production of an automata that represents the implemented program [32] which is identical
in all cases here.
The formal verification with AJPF acknowledges and offers some addition to the
previous verifications (carried out with UPPAAL). Firstly, we successfully verify that the
main actions the AV-agent can take at the RJ (watch, wait, check for a safe gap, and
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enter) are indeed invoked by the agent. Secondly, some properties include actions (e.g.,
check_safe_gap) that are only invoked in some cases (represented by the use of random in
the environment) and so we also verify that these actions are taken when needed. Thirdly,
we observed fair results in time, memory and other features obtained by the AJPF execution.
At last, the verification process produces traces (and if necessary counter-examples) which
allow us to identify which rules and random actions have been (autonomously) selected by
AV-agent in any given scenario. This can be helpful, for example, if a scenario we verify
leads to an accident, allowing a stakeholder to check and traceback the actions taken by
the agent that led to that outcome and so advise on whether the agent, or possibly the
representation of the rules in a Digital Highway Code, need to be amended.
7. Related Work
Here we analyse related work on the following topics: an AV application scenario, the
Rules of the Road, some kind of Formal Verification technique (mainly Model Checking),
some specification logic and the use of agents. Most of the works described here have as a
goal the formal verification of a model related to AV.
In ref. [33], Luckcuck et al. present a survey on formal specification and verification
of autonomous robotic systems. A number of these [34–37] apply formal verification to
AVs, but none relate to our particular question around the design of Digital Highway Code
rules that are intended to conform to pre-existing “Rules of the Road” .
Table 7 summarises a comparison among the related work that is presented in the
remainder of this section. The first three works [10,11,38] present some sort of formalisation
for the road traffic rules (just like our approach does). Some interesting elements from these
works are, correspondingly, the codification of traffic rules [10]; the solution for conflicts
in traffic rules using a deontic logic [11]; the use of a real traffic data-set [38]. However,
neither approach uses an agent abstraction to represent an AV decision-making. Kamali
et al. and Al-Nuaimi et al. [12,13] include the formal verification (using Model Checking
techniques) of BDI agents. But, their AV application scenario is not related to the road
traffic rules.
Besides, Table 7 outlines some specific information concerning:
• Amount of road traffic rules used: some works (including our approach) represents 3
rules, but none represents more than this.
• Formal Verification tools: Ref. [12] and our work are the only ones that use two
verification techniques at two different levels: design and development, in the other
works a single technique is applied.
• Verification of properties: most properties are related to safety issues, but some include
conflicts and consistency checking. Moreover, ref. [12] verifies 12 properties, ref. [13]
7, and ref. [10] 5 properties, while in our approach 30 properties are verified.
• Formalisation: all works use some kind of formalisation, most use temporal or deontic
logic.
• Simulation tools: References [11–13] present the use of some graphical tool for sim-
ulation, which contribute for testing the system. Our approach uses the UPPAAL
graphical tool for simulation, but for the agent’s simulation we only use a cli (command
line interface) tool.
NB: all works described in this table share the same goal of using a formalisation
technique to represent an AV, where either the road traffic rules are formalised or
some formal verification of agents is used.
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7.1. Formal Verification of Agents
Kamali et al. [12] use same tools used in our work, UPPAAL, AJPF, and GWENDOLEN
to model, implement and verify a vehicle platooning protocol. They use a mixed strategy
that combines results from UPPAAL and AJPF, to deduce properties both of individual
agents in the platoon and overall platoon behaviour. Our approach uses the two Model
Checkers separately in order to verify properties of a single agent following proposed
Digital Highway Code rules at different levels of abstraction.
In our architecture, the model developed in UPPAAL is used as a design template
for the lower-level agent implementation. Thus, our model checking stages are loosely
coupled, which is beneficial for modularity, allowing, for instance, the design level UPAAL
model to be implemented in a different programming language.
Al-Nuaimi et al. [13] use Agent Model Checking to explore the behaviour of an
AV in a parking lot. Their toolchain consists of the MCMAS model checker, Jason agent
programming language, and CTL to verify temporal properties. The authors formally verify
the AVs decisions. 12 rules are defined to verify planning, navigation, object detection and
obstacle avoidance. ROS and Gazebo [39] are used to graphically simulate the application
scenario. Again this work is targeted at the verification of proposed AV implementations
from a safety perspective rather than in terms of the digitisation of rules of the road and
verifying whether some agent can obey them.
7.2. The Formalisation of the Rules of the Road
Pek et al. [38] formalise the safety of lane change manoeuvres to avoid collisions. The
authors use as reference the Vienna Convention on traffic rules to formalise a single rule on
the safe distance.
Rizaldi et al. [10] formalise and codify part of the German Highway Code on the
Overtaking traffic rules in LTL. They show how the LTL formalisation can be properly used
to abstract concepts from the traffic rules and obtain unambiguous and precise specification
for the rules. In addition, they formally verify the traffic rules using Isabelle/HOL theorem
prover and also monitor an AV applying a given traffic rule, which has been previously
formalised using LTL.
Bhuiyan et al. [11] assess driving behaviour against traffic rules, specifically the
Overtaking rules from the Queensland Highway Code. Two types of rules are specified:
overtaking to the left and the right. Moreover, they intend to deal with rules exceptions
and conflicts in traffic rules (this is solved by setting priorities among the rules). Using
DDL (Defeasible Deontic Logic) they assess the driving behaviour telling if the driver has
permission or it is prohibited to apply a given rule for overtaking. The results basically
show if the proposed methodology has recommended (or not) the proper behaviour for
the driver (permission or prohibition). In addition, CARRS-Q, a driving simulator is used
and 24 experiments are conducted in four different scenarios.
Our approache share the same goal: assessing AV behaviour against traffic rules (in
our case, the road junction rules). However, we are using an agent-based implementation
and verification, where it is also possible to tell when and how a given road junction has
been selected and applied by the agent. In addition, our double-level model checking
architecture results in the formal verification of 30 properties (18 at design and 12 at
development level), which brings a comprehensible set of verification that ranges from
time constraints properties (at design level) to specific actions that can (or can not) be
taken by the AV in the road junction scenarios (at development level). To the best of our
knowledge, [10,11,38], do not present this variety of abstraction levels in the properties
they verify.
8. Conclusions
In Section 1 we have introduced three questions that we wanted to answer (i) Can
these three selected road junction rules be used directly (i.e. as seen in the Highway
code) by an AV? (ii) How to assess the AVs behaviour against the three road junction rules
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considering simple Road Junction scenarios? and (iii) Are there any guidelines that can be
given to enable the AV to work correctly with such Road Junction rules?
The first question is answered by the formalisation and modelling proposed in our
work. The Road Junction rules were abstracted and formalised into a Digital Highway
code to render them machine-readable. To do this, it was necessary to remove ambiguity
and make the rules explicit to the computational system. In addition, some degree of
abstraction was necessary to handle similar terms as a single one, for example the term
safe-gap, used in our work, can be found described in different ways throughout the rules
from the UK Highway code.
The second question is answered by the own use of the double-level Model Checking
technique and adoption of the methodology of exploring scenarios via random events
from [18]. This generation of events makes it possible to simulate different scenarios within
one model and explore all possible behaviours of the model’s environment. By using
the SAE-RoR architecture we have formally verified 30 properties (18 at the design level
and 12 at the development level), these properties include security, safety, liveness, and
temporal correctness properties, among others. We have obtained fair results considering
the resources used (i.e., memory, time, search space, etc) in the verification of the properties
(where all of these properties have been successfully verified). By running the verification
of properties in the road junction simulated environment, we are able to capture and assess
the AVs behaviour considering all possible actions (e.g., watch out, wait, check for safe
gap, enter, etc) that can be taken by the AV-agent according to the three implemented road
junction rules. Note that, while we do not claim that the properties verified completely
represent all the possibilities, we believe that verification stages such as these will be
necessary for reliable and compliant AVs.
For the third question, clearly we need a principled way to represent road junction
rules in a machine-readable format. As part of this we need to identify and reify implicit
the time constraints that appear in human-readable rules of the road. Similarly, the use of a
BDI agent programming languages and Program Model Checking helps generate traces of
AV-agent behaviour and so identify when and how a given Road Junction rule was applied.
This kind of information is potentially of use to stakeholders.
We return to the trade-off mentioned in Section 1. Can a Digital Highway Code can
be created with few minor changes or are several adaptions are necessary? We can only
give an answer considering the subset from Road Junction rules that we have implemented
here. These three rules express their ideas in sufficient detail for formal and executable
representation in an AV. However, the rules still need some adaptation. In future work, we
intend to revisit this question and develop a more general answer.
Having established the SAE-RoR architecture and workflow, we could now add the
remaining Road Junction rules from the UK Highway Code. These remaining rules are
similar to those already implemented, the differences lie primarily in the artefacts and
the perceptions generated in the environment. For example, to add the Road Junction
rules 175 and 176, which deal with Traffic Lights, we would need to represent the traffic
light as an artefact and the green, amber, and red light as perceptions. But, the actions
stop at the red light and follow at the green light, for instance, would not differ that
much from actions already implemented for the AV-agent, like wait and enter. This work
would be needed for full implementation of an AV but will yield little further insight at the
methodological level.
Of more interest would be to consider a different section of traffic rules from the
UK Highway Code, for example, the Roundabout rules in order to add generality to the
framework. Similarly we could consider the inclusion of a Highway Code from a different
country. Of particular interest would be to investigate how an AV-agent would work when
travelling between countries when it would need to switch to a different set of Rules of
the Road. The agent paradigm also allows us to explore behaviour in environments where
agents have different profiles. Our AV-agent is supposed to behave according to the Road
Junction rules. But, what will happen if it interacts with agents that violate traffic rules and
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can this be modelled and verified? This extension would potentially introduce the need
for the implementation and verification of communication and cooperation algorithms.
Following this idea where we would have a multi-agent system, we notice that some other
aspects offer an interesting view on how to extend the SAE-RoR architecture to consider the
implementation and verification of AVs protocols. For instance, the topics of distributed
traffic control [40], vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication [41],
and also agent-based IoT (Internet of Things) applications [42], however at this moment
these lie outside the issue considered here of adherence to “The Rules of the Road”.
Moreover, we could improve our abstract model from the road junction rules by
defining an extension of the Multi-lane Spatial Logic, as seen in [23]. With this logic, we
could extend our representation in a way not to only capture the temporal aspects from the
road junction rules, but also the spatial elements. Perhaps, a proper approach to represent
a safe gap in an urban traffic environment, for instance.
Lastly, we aim to augment the SAE-RoR architecture with an Ethical Agent responsible
for monitoring and verifying an agent’s behaviour with respect to the Rules of the Road, as
discussed in [43].
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